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Abstract: Inmanufacturing,many use cases of Industrie 4.0

require vendor-neutral and machine-interpretable infor-

mationmodels to describe, implement and execute resource

functions. Such models have been researched under the

terms capabilities and skills. Standardization of suchmodels

is required, but currently not available. This paper presents

a reference model developed jointly by members of various

organizations in a working group of the Plattform Industrie

4.0. This model covers definitions of most important aspects

of capabilities and skills. It can be seen as a basis for further

standardization efforts.

Keywords: capabilities; resource functions; services; skill;

standardization.

Zusammenfassung: Für viele Anwendungsfälle von Indus-

trie 4.0 werden herstellerneutrale und maschinenlesbare

Informationsmodelle von Capabilities und Skills benötigt.
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In der Praxis sind standardisierte Modelle erforderlich,

welche zur Zeit jedoch nicht existieren. In diesem Beitrag

wird ein Referenzmodell vorgestellt, das von Mitgliedern

verschiedener Organisationen in einer Arbeitsgruppe der

Plattform Industrie 4.0 erarbeitet wurde. Dieses Modell

umfasst Definitionen der wichtigsten Aspekte von Capabil-

ities und Skills und kann somit als wichtige Grundlage für

weitere Standardisierungsarbeiten angesehen werden.
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1 Introduction

A substantial trend in future manufacturing is the require-

ment for a faster reaction to market uncertainties demand-

ing more flexibility in industrial production [1]. This

flexibility concerns many different aspects, e.g., the abil-

ity to quickly introduce new products or product variants.

Therefore, the potential to efficiently produce high-mix sce-

narios under low volume or even lot size one is neces-

sary. These challenges require new concepts for production

control and the ability to react to problems and distur-

bances within production and supply chains. One possible

approach to tackle this challenge is modularizing produc-

tion resources and requirements and abstracting them to

the functions requested or provided. However, the informa-

tion on available and provided functions must be commu-

nicated to the interaction partners so that all interaction

partners maintain a common understanding.

In recent years, many research activities have taken

place to develop the needed concepts in detail and elaborate

their application in the industrial domain.1 Accordingly, a

wide variety of terms and concepts have emerged that are

relevant for describing functionalities of assets [2].

1 For instance, the Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory

Automation (ETFA) hosts a special session on this topic.
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In today’s discussion in the Industrie 4.0 community,

various similar terms, e.g., “capability”, “skill” or “task”, are

used to describe a function of an asset. However, to the

best of our knowledge, a clean differentiation of these terms

does not exist. Often, different authors use various terms

to describe similar concepts. Vice versa, the same term is

assigned to contrary concepts. Furthermore, functions need

to be communicated on different levels of abstraction for

use cases ranging from automated order handling in supply

chains to manufacturing execution.

All these issues complicate the comparison of existing

approaches and lead to confusion. Accordingly, the emerg-

ing solutions cannot be interoperable per se. This work

aims to consolidate the different company- and institution-

specific terms by answering the following research ques-

tions.

– What is the essential set of concepts from flexible pro-

duction thatmust be covered to communicate available

and required functions?

– What does amodel look like that relates these concepts?

– What are potential technical implementations of this

model?

As a result, we present the Capability-Skill-Service (CSS)

model, which was jointly developed in a working group

of Plattform Industrie 4.0 and thus represents a consen-

sus between different companies and research institutes.

The CSS model can be seen as the first reference model of

capabilities, skills, and services, defining and categorizing

them for a clear distinction and specifying their relation-

ships with each other. Furthermore, an overview of technol-

ogy mappings that are currently being researched for each

aspect of the model is presented. Lastly, this contribution

compares the CSS model with existing, similar approaches.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-

lows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of related activities

and research work. Chapter 3 introduces the CSS refer-

ence model with extended definitions and explanations of

the concepts capability, skill, and service before Chapter

4 presents potential technology-specific implementations.

Chapter 5 summarizes approaches that pursue similar goals,

i.e., the encapsulation of automation functions and descrip-

tion of their interfaces. Finally, Chapter 6 recaps and crit-

ically evaluates the CSS reference model and provides an

outlook of possible future research activities.

2 Related work

In production systems engineering, organizations work

in multidisciplinary engineering environments, where

stakeholders maintain different views on the manufac-

tured products and the production system. The Product-

Process-Resource (PPR) concept, described in [3], represents

the three major aspects of production systems engineer-

ing. Products represent input and output products, pro-

cesses describe production processes that transform input

into output products, and resources describe production

resources that execute the processes. The Formalized Pro-

cess Descriptions (FPD), defined in VDI 3682 [4], provides a

visual and formal model to describe these aspects.

Pfrommer et al. [1] introduced skills as additional ele-

ment to the PPR concept. The authors defined skills as

vendor-independent representations of production pro-

cess functionality required by a product and provided by

a resource. These characteristics enable the abstraction

between production processes and resources.

Amore thorough terminological discussion of function-

ality and function related to capabilities (and even capac-

ities) can be found in [5]. The authors of [5] also include

further references on formal terminological clarification of

function in the ontology engineering community.

Earlier publications often use the concepts of capa-

bilities and skills interchangeably [2]. However, there is a

more apparent distinction between capabilities and skills in

recent literature. While capabilities are often defined as an

abstract description of a function provided by a machine,

skills are typically seen as executable implementations of

these functions that might be used to execute a process on

a machine. Even though this distinction is slowly emerging,

there is no holistic, integrated model of PPR on one side and

capabilities and skills on the other side so far [2].

The Plattform Industrie 4.0 describes the individual

generation of processes based on product descriptions and

defined capabilities. capabilities are defined as a vendor-

neutral description of functions, while a skill is an imple-

mentation of a resource to realize a function [6]. Possible

technologies, e.g., to model capabilities in ontologies or dif-

ferent realizations of skills, are discussed [6]. Another level

of abstraction comes to this discussion around capabili-

ties and skills when talking about supply chains spanning

across company borders. For such a network with service

providers to share production resources, [7] defines cloud

manufacturing as “a model for enabling aggregation of dis-

tributed manufacturing resources [. . . ] to a shared pool of

configurable manufacturing services that can be rapidly

provisioned and released with minimal management effort

or service operator and provider interaction”.

While standards around capabilities, skills and services

do currently not exist, a selection of standards is regularly

incorporated into models. In addition to VDI 3682 [4], most
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often, standards for the definition of process types such

as DIN 8580 (manufacturing processes) or VDI 2860 (han-

dling) are used (e.g., [8, 9]). Furthermore, the state machine

defined in PackML/ISA 88 is often used to model the behav-

ior and interactions of skills (e.g., [8, 10]).

3 Capability-Skill-Service model

As an attempt to consolidate the terminology around

capabilities, skills and services for manufacturing, the

conceptual model presented in this section extends the

well-established PPR paradigm [3] by the additional notion

of a manufacturing function. The PPR paradigm focuses on

a process as the main element modeled for production.

Products are the outputs of a production process. Similarly,

raw materials or semi-finished parts are also considered

products, which are the inputs to processes. A resource rep-

resents a machine or plant that provides the functionality

to execute processes. Additionally, PPR elements may have

properties that can characterize their instances according

to [11]. Furthermore, each element has a reflexive relation

that allows the elements to be self-composed, e.g., a pro-

cess may be composed of sub-processes or a product of

product parts. The PPR concepts with their properties are

illustrated in Figure 1 on the left-hand side. The relation

between the PPR concepts and the properties is not shown

explicitly to prevent cluttering the figure. In the initial PPR

approach [3] and the VDI 3682 [4], processes and resources

are bound by a direct usage relation, making the model

relatively rigid.

However, as manufacturing systems engineering

requires information modeling at different levels of system

functionality, it is not sufficient to simply add function2 as

an element to PPR. Instead, the notion of function needs to

be reflected at all relevant levels of the functional hierarchy

defined in [12]: An abstract description of a factory’s

functionality is needed on levels 3 and 4 (manufacturing

operations management and business planning) for

production planning purposes. The invocation of functions

is the responsibility of levels 2 (supervisory control) and

results in control operations on level 1. Externally offering

functionalities to form shared production networks

concern levels 4 and higher levels. Thus, the otherwise

rigid relation between processes and resources needs to

be decoupled by a separate description of required and

2 We understand a function in a general sense, as, e.g., discussed in

the ontology engineering literature [5]—the function of, e.g., a hammer

is to drive in nails—rather than a mathematical or computer science

sense.

provided functionality. To this end, we introduce three

model elements which extend PPR, all representing aspects

of function for different uses. These are the capability

as an abstract description of a function, the skill as an

invocable function, and the service as a function offering to

external partners on the level of dynamically integrating

and connecting processes.

After a short discussion of requirements and an

overview of the model, the three concepts capability, skill,

and service are presented in separate subsections.

3.1 Requirements and model overview

An overview of requirements from various publications

was condensed by [2]. The most relevant requirements

for this work are discussed here, while more specific

requirements, e.g., regarding solution technologies, are out

of the scope of this work. Models of capabilities, skills, and

services need to foster more efficient approaches to pro-

duction planning and production system reconfiguration.

This need can be considered a paramount requirement

from which all others can be derived. Both matchability

and executability are often mentioned as a requirement

highlighting the need for a description of functions on dif-

ferent levels [2]. While matchability may best be achieved

with formal models, executability necessitates bindings to

implementation technologies. Thus, a clear distinction

between these concepts is needed. Skills must have a com-

munication interface, and individual skill states need to be

expressed [2].

Figure 1 represents a Unified Modeling Language

(UML) class diagram to illustrate the developed CSS refer-

ence model considering the previously discussed require-

ments. The model distinguishes the three areas capability,

skill, and service. In each of the areas, the main concepts

and their relations to other model elements are defined. In

addition, themain concepts of each aspect are related to PPR

concepts.

3.2 Services

One of the promising and future-oriented developments

of the manufacturing industry is the upcoming transfor-

mation of industrial production into shared production.

According to this scenario, production sites will form cross-

company networks. In such networks, service providers can

offer their manufacturing capabilities and integrate the

capabilities of external partners into their own production

processes based on specific orders. Such scenarios imply

automated order processing in supply chains spanning
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Figure 1: The reference model of capabilities, skills, and services with alignment to the PPR approach represented as a UML class diagram.

various companies. The challenge in realizing such shared

production networks is interoperability. In this context,

important parameters beyond a pure technical description

of provided capabilities need to be considered for order

processing [11, 13]. These are, for example, information on

economic criteria such as delivery dates, cost, and agree-

ments regarding documentation or maintenance, certifi-

cation, and rating. For modeling such issues and distin-

guishing them from the concept of capability, this work

introduces the term service in an economic sense repre-

senting a set of capabilities supplemented by an organiza-

tional and economic description. It should be noted that the

service concept presented here is different from the same

term used in information technology (see Section 5.1 for a

distinction).

In the context of the CSS model, a service requester,

which provides a specification of a requested service with

its properties, demands suitable services. service providers

can provide services suitable to fulfill a demanded service.

They then can propose a service offer as the basis of a

binding contract to execute one or more services. The ser-

vice requester can accept the proposal under the proposed

conditions in a specified time period. If service requesters

are searching for services through a marketplace, multiple

service offersmay be created by different service providers.

These service offers could be mutually exclusive or could

also be combined to fulfill a requested service.

3.3 Capabilities

We define a capability as “an implementation-independent

specification of a function in industrial production to

achieve an effect in the physical or virtual world”. Thus,

a capability specifies a function in a production process.

Usually, capabilities specify production functions that have

an effect in the physical world. Nevertheless, software func-

tions that only apply to the virtual world may also be mod-

eled as a capability. capabilities that specify a production

function should refer to terms of an actual manufacturing

method, such as “drilling”, along with properties and capa-

bility constraints to precisely describe their application. An

example of a capability could read “drilling a hole with

a particular depth and a diameter into certain types of

material”.
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capabilities are either provided by production

resources that claim the ability to apply the expressed

function or are required by a process as part of a product’s

functional requirements. Required and provided capa-

bilities typically differ, e.g., because provided capabilities

are described in more detail to enable reuse for a range

of operating conditions or even different processes. A

matching between required and provided capabilities is

thus necessary to find candidates for a suitable sequence of

production steps for given requirements. This matching can

initially be done on a descriptive level – e.g., by comparing

capability types and their properties – regardless of which

actual resources execute these process steps later.

In the CSS model, capabilities are related to the con-

cepts skill and service. The implementation of capabilities is

possible through skills, which contain details at the level of

implementation and invocation of automation functions. In

a broader supply chain network outside a company-internal

production setup, capabilities are offered through services.

3.4 Skills

We define a skill as “an executable implementation of

an encapsulated (automation) function specified by a

capability”. A skill is provided by a resource in the pro-

duction environment and enables the realization of a capa-

bility. Every capability may reference multiple skills in a

production environment that act as implementations for

this capability. skills must have a skill Interface allow-

ing external systems, e.g., a Manufacturing Execution

System (MES), to interact with the provided function.

Every skills behavior needs to follow a harmonized state

machine describing possible states and transitions. The state

machine needs to be exposed via the skill interface so that

the current state can be monitored and transitions can be

triggered. The execution of one or more skills allows to

control production steps. skills canhave input or output skill

parameters enabling the execution or monitoring of a skill.

These skill parameters must also be exposed by the skill

interface in order to set or get parameter values. Specify-

ing input parameters makes it possible to execute defined

production steps with an individual configuration. Every

skill parameter references a property. On the one hand, this

propertymay be a capability property, i.e., a property that is

also used in a capability constraint. On the other hand, this

property may also be a process or resource property which

may only be relevant for execution but not for planning on

capability level.

The distinction between capabilities and skills decou-

ples the description of a function from its implementation

and enables developers to freely select a technology and

programming language to implement skills. In addition,

multiple skill interfaces may be provided for one skill. This

further decouples the skill implementation from its users

that consume a skill only through its interfacewithout being

bound to the actual implementation. Integrators may select

a skill interfacematching their technology stack.With a suit-

able software architecture, skill interfaces can be installed

or configured at the time of integration [14]. Admittedly,

this requiresmore flexible andmodular control approaches

than the ones defined in IEC 61131.

4 Implementation of model

elements

There is currently no standardization regarding the imple-

mentation of the CSS reference model, and existing

approaches typically favor different technologies for dif-

ferent model aspects. This section presents implementation

examples that are currently being researched for the three

model aspects capabilities, skills, and services.

4.1 Modeling capabilities using ontologies

SemanticWeb technologies providemechanisms for knowl-

edge representation in information systems. They are based

on a stack of downward-compatible languages for informa-

tion models and knowledge representation standardized by

the W3C. Ontologies constitute reusable information mod-

els that capture the knowledge of a domain in a general

form, independent of specific applications and are used

as semantically rich schemas for knowledge graphs. The

W3C technology stack for ontologies consists of the Resource

Description Framework (RDF)3 and its schema extension

(RDFS)4 that form the representational basis for the Web

Ontology Language (OWL).5 OWL allows to express domain

knowledge in terms of logical statements that support auto-

mated reasoning for infering implicit knowledge. Additional

powerful technologies such as SPARQL6 and SHACL7 may be

used to query for and validate the information in RDF-based

data models.

Semantic Web technologies provide an ideal candi-

date solution for the semantically rich representation

of capabilities concerning their surrounding PPR model

3 https://www.w3.org/RDF/.

4 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/.

5 https://www.w3.org/OWL/.

6 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/.

7 https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/.

https://www.w3.org/RDF/
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
https://www.w3.org/OWL/
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
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elements and for the matching of semantic capability

descriptions. A direct way of utilizing OWL is to model the

notion of capability as an OWL class. One can then use

OWL restrictions on OWL properties for representing prop-

erties and their constraints from the CSS Model. Applica-

tions can then introduce specific capabilities like drilling

by means of sub-classing together with their relevant prop-

erties restricted in complex OWL class expressions. An

example of such an expression inOWLManchester syntax is

“Drilling and (depth some integer[<=15])” to rep-
resent a capability for drilling with a depth of max. 15 mm.

The specialization hierarchies for capability classes can be

taken from standards such as DIN 8580 or VDI 2860, as pro-

posed in [8]. This representational approach is similar to the

one presented in [9] and extends it by equipping otherwise

opaque capability classes with constraints on properties to

account for their rich semantics.

Moreover, OWL reasoning can be utilized for capability

matching, at least on a coarse level of detail. The conjunc-

tion formed from two capability class expressions—one

offered by a resource and the other one requested for

a process—can be checked for satisfiability by any stan-

dard OWL reasoner to test whether the two capabilities

are compatible, meaning that their constraint sets can be

jointly fulfilled. This technique goes back to the intersection

matching proposed in [15]. As discussed in [16], issues with

OWL’s open-world assumption can be overcome by strictly

controlling the ontological vocabulary used. This requires

systematically including so-called closure axioms, which is

presumably easy to achieve in a factory environment, e.g.,

disjointness between sibling capability classes from stan-

dard hierarchies. Still, this approach needs further research

on potential issues with scalability and expressivity in com-

parison to alternative constraint solving methods when

applied in real setups with complex capability descriptions

on large property sets.

4.2 Executing skills using OPC UA

In recent years, the possibilities of implementing skills have

been investigated and implemented in various publications

and research projects, such as DEVEKOS, BaSys4.0/4.2,

AKOMI or SmartMA-X [10, 17–22]. The vendor-independent

communication standard Open Platform Communications

Unified Architecture (OPC UA) has emerged as a promising

approach for implementing skill interfaces. OPC UA has a

high degree of diffusion in control technology due to its

ability to provide a resource-neutral information model in

its servers. The description of skills with all skill parameters

can be mapped directly within this information model to

enable unified control of resources. So far, standardized

OPC UA information models (so-called “Companion

Specifications”), focused primarily on data acquisition,

e.g., for asset management or condition monitoring.

These use cases require primarily read-only access which

does not enable complete interoperability of machines

in the sense of the Industrie 4.0 vision. Furthermore, a

classic real-time capable communication standard for

controlling the resources is still required. This currently

means there can either be separate networks for data

acquisition and control or a shared network that strongly

limits the available traffic. Therefore, it is essential to

enable write and, thus, control access to these machines

and systems over OPC UA. Companion Specifications, such

as the PackML state machine (OPC 30050) [23] or OPC UA

programs (OPC 10000-10) [24], show first approaches for

such access. However, there is a lack of a uniform and

cross-domain concept for the realization of skills that OPC

UA can provide.

As shown in Figure 1, a distinction between the skill

interface and the actual skill is necessary. The skill inter-

face can be defined as an OPC UA information model.

Figure 2 shows a proposal for this model. A separate OPC

UA ObjectType with the name SkillType is created, which

provides the essential elements for the skill interface: The

name of the skill is optional and serves as plain text for

the user to quickly identify the skill. The ontologyURL
must be specified and forms the reference to the capa-

bility in the ontology model (cf. Section 3.3). This refer-

ence can be used to identify the capability realized. The

skillStateMachine represents a finite state machine sim-
ilar to the aforementioned OPC UA for PackML or OPC UA

programs. The ParameterSet contains necessary parame-
ters to set or check during or after skill execution:

Figure 2: OPC UA skill metamodel.
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– The LocalRuntimeID serves a client as a unique iden-
tifier to identify the skill for execution.

– The placeholder <InputParameter> is used to define

any input parameters necessary for the execution or

configuration of a skill. These can be, for example, posi-

tion or speed parameters.

– The placeholder <OutputParameter> is used to

define any output parameters that are returned by a

skill. These can be, for example, current actual values

(speed, velocity) during the skill execution, which are

necessary for synchronization with other skills. Fur-

thermore, it is also conceivable to create sensory skills,

for example, for quality assurance, whose result is also

represented by output parameters [19].

The optional FeasibilityCheck may be used to confirm

the execution of complex skills in advance [20]. A feasibil-

ity check can also be implemented as a state machine in

the OPC UA information model. To check the executabil-

ity of a skill, the required input parameters are written

into the parameter set of the feasibility check. The optional

PreconditionCheck checks shortly before executing a skill
whether the required resource fulfills all necessary condi-

tions. This is especially needed if the execution depends

on many other factors. In the assembly domain, this could

be checking whether a required component is in stock,

or, in the field of machine tools, checking if needed tools

are available. Furthermore, the concept of skills can be

integrated into OPC UA PubSub over Time-Sensitive Net-

working (TSN) to realize real-time capable communication

for skills.

4.3 Describing services using the Asset
Administration Shell

Only few publications, such as [11], distinguish the con-

cept of service from capabilities and skills. Furthermore, in

existing publications, there are no implementation exam-

ples for services. The exchange of information between

companies must be based on mutually agreed semantics,

which is standardized in the best case. Therefore, one solu-

tion to describe services is the Asset Administration Shell

(AAS). The AAS is an Industrie 4.0 specification of a dig-

ital twin to enhance interoperability between systems of

different vendors. Recently published specifications define

a standardized AAS meta model and AAS interface [25].

The meta model specifies a set of elements used to cre-

ate information models that are compliant with the con-

cepts of Industrie 4.0, so-called Submodels (SMs), needed

to represent several aspects and functionalities of a mod-

eled asset. Using standardized SMs to ensure cross-company

interoperability includes the standardization of informa-

tion models for describing various aspects of modeled

assets. The service is either demanded by the service

requester or offered by the service Provider. Therefore,

there must be two different SM templates.

The request contains the specification of required prod-

uct or process requirements as well as the description of the

required provision andmay be part of the product AAS. The

description of the provision, relevant for potential manu-

facturers, may include necessary certifications and a non-

disclosure agreement if required. The different categories

can be organized in Submodel Collections (SMCs) and can be

described by properties. For instance, an SMC TenderCritera

may represent all the information needed to find a suitable

manufacturer based on, e.g., the required quantities, price

specifications, CO2 specifications, and delivery conditions.

All SMCs and their properties are extended by a preset qual-

ifier, indicating that the information is a requirement. Each

property can also be described by a semantic ID. In case of

a service, which is used between companies, standardized

data elements are required. Therefore, repositories such

as IEC Common Data Dictionary8 or ECLASS9 are recom-

mended to ensure common semantics.

A service provider offers services that can be matched

to required services. In this case, the SM service could be

part of the factory or company AAS, based on a similar

description as the requested service. The description is fur-

ther extended by the capabilities which can provide the

assured service to link the service and the corresponding

capabilities.

5 Alternative approaches

Approaches to capabilities, skills, and services are a rel-

atively new addition to comparable research approaches.

Even before the terms of the CSS model formed, several

approaches pursued similar goals, i.e., the encapsulation of

automation functions and description of their interfaces.

This section presents a differentiation of the CSSmodel with

two comparable approaches.

5.1 Web Services and service-oriented
architectures

Web Services are software systems that allow humans

or machines to consume functionalities via a network.

8 https://cdd.iec.ch/cdd/iec61360/iec61360.nsf.

9 https://eclass.eu/eclass-standard/content-suche.

https://cdd.iec.ch/cdd/iec61360/iec61360.nsf
https://eclass.eu/eclass-standard/content-suche
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Interface descriptions in machine-readable formats are

required for machine-to-machine interoperation [26].

A Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architec-

tural paradigm that encourages using multiple services to

structure software functionality which may be distributed

and maintained by different owners [27]. Services are typi-

cally considered self-contained functions that may be com-

posed of other services. They logically represent a recurring

activity with a clearly defined input and output so that

consumers of the service may interact with it in the sense

of a “black box”—i.e., without knowing a service’s internal

details [28].

The understanding of the term service as used in infor-

mation technology differs significantly from the under-

standing expressed in this publication. While services in IT

are encapsulated functionalities andmay thus be compared

to skills, services in the context of the CSS model act as

containers bundling capabilities with commercial aspects

in order to be offered and requested on a marketplace (see

Section 3.2).

Transferring the SOA service concept from infor-

mation technology to automation was one of the earli-

est approaches to obtaining encapsulated functions with

clearly defined interfaces in automation [29]. Thus, services

can be seen as an early precursor of skills according to the

CSS reference model.

5.2 Module Type Package

A description of modular process units is provided with

the Module Type Package (MTP). The MTP defines and

describes data of the structure, information interfaces, pro-

cess sequences, and functions (MTP services) of modules

from automation technology. The combination and aggrega-

tion of components enables modular process units, known

as Process Equipment Assembly (PEA). A PEA is developed

once and contains the physical design of a process step

to be implemented as well as the information technology

interface to higher-level systems [30].

An MTP is a module description to allow module inte-

gration into a modular process plant. Modules provide MTP

services with a predefined behavior (procedure) and a stan-

dardized interface that are offered externally with their

description as MTP.

MTP concepts can be related to the aforementioned

capabilities and skills, see Section 3.3. A description of an

MTP service provides a specification of a function with-

out invocation information and can thus be considered as

a capability. A skill being an executable implementation

may be compared to the implemented MTP service includ-

ing procedures. Additional skill information, e.g., about the

invocation interface and parameters are also included in an

MTP—however, the State Machine is not explicitly modeled

in an MTP.

Thereby, a PEA is the described resource of the aligned

PPR approach at the CSS model, which provides skills. In

contrast to the service of the CSS model, the complete MTP

description is at capability and skill level and does not con-

sider business, compliance, or commercial aspects.

Another relation to the concept of capability and mod-

ule descriptions with its functions is given by the term

“super-service” in [31]. A super-service is described as a

conceptual planning artifact that contains the union of all

process engineering services and procedures. The objective

is to break down module boundaries and describe them in

a manner comparable to capabilities, i.e., independent of

modules or resources.

6 Conclusion and outlook

Flexible production is promising to meet the challenges

of fluctuating markets. A current starting point for this

is to enable an automatic comparison of the functions

required for producing a product with the functions pro-

vided by machines and plants during production planning

and operation. Such automatisms require that the compo-

nents and stakeholders involved describe and communicate

these functions with the same understanding on all levels of

detail.

This paper proposes an abstract CSS reference model

that defines the concepts capability, skill, and service and

relates them to the concepts of the PPR approach. The CSS

model reflects a notion of function on three levels of abstrac-

tion. It addresses questions about the set of interconnected

function-related concepts and their relationships for flex-

ible production. Furthermore, it combines the mostly iso-

lated solution approaches described in the literature into a

comprehensive reference model that enables interoperable

solutions. Potential technical approaches for implementing

the presented concepts were proposed.

However, the presented model is a first conceptual

model that we created as a result of projects and cross-

organizational working groups under the umbrella of Platt-

form Industrie 4.0. This article focused on the CSS model

without looking in detail into industrial use cases. Readers

can find a detailed analysis of potential use cases in [32].

Furthermore, there are still open challenges: At what level

of granularity do capabilities, skills and services have to

be modeled? Is there even one “correct” level of detail at

all, or does it depend on the use case? And how does a

CSS model scale when applied in real-world production? In
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addition, further research activities must be undertaken

so that a comprehensive and consistent mapping of the

model to selected technologies can be offered. A promising

approach to use AASs has been started within the Industrial

Digital Twin Association (IDTA).
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